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Particulate processes are both ubiquitous and challenging in industrial
manufacturing. However, many particulate processes remain poorly
understood due to lack of scientific soundness. A project ‘Models for

Manufacturing of Particulate Products’ was funded to develop a generic
framework for translating particle models into industrial practice with the
objectives:
o Develop decision support tool for commercial exploitation

o Develop prototype and production ready particle/process models

o Gain significant input from industrial partners to inform the work flow

6. Conclusions

o GEA ConsiGma TSG is chosen for case
study to demonstrate the application of the
generic framework.

o Two kneading block are added in the array
of conveying elements for configuration.

o The screw speed and the feed rate are set
as 600 RPM and 14.4 kg/h respectively. The
LSR(Liquid to solid) ratio are varied from
0.15 to 0.35.

2. Generic Framework for Model Driven Design

 A generic framework for Model Driven Design was developed to predict and
optimize the manufacturing process of particulate process.

 The developed framework was successfully demonstrated to enable the modelling
and validation of TSG process by coupling DEM and PBM in a multiscale manner.
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1. Introduction

A generic framework for Model Driven Design is proposed to explore the application
of digital twin in industrial manufacturing of particulate product.

The Model Driven Design (MDD) can be considered as two distinct stages:

o An initial model definition and verification stage takes place when MDD is
applied to an operation for the first time or be updated as components change

o The modelling and validation stage on a per-product basis

One way coupling in DEM and PBM was
chosen for the TSG process.

o The Edinburgh Cohesive Model was
chosen as the powder contact model

o Four rate processing kernels were
defined in a compartmental PBM

o The coupling interface was
established and enabled between the
software EDEM and gFORMULATE
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A multiscale coupling cycle is developed by combing DEM (Discrete Element
Method) and PBM (Population Balance Model) for TSG prediction.
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DEM-PBM coupling model validation against TSG under LSR 0.15, 0.25 and 0.35 


